I. Contact Information
Name: Alexandra Perloe
First: 
Last: 

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? Engaged
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Avi Kaufman '03
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Graduate student in clinical psychology, George Mason University
Occupation City: Fairfax, VA

III. General Questions
What's new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
First, inspired mainly by the camaraderie and excitement of working on the Justice, I worked as a newspaper reporter at the Sentinel and Enterprise, in Fitchburg, Mass., where I wrote about city hall, schools, and colorful locals of all sorts. It was an amazing immersion in local government and in the importance of local news in small communities. Though I continue to love journalism and devour good writing, I decided after a year there to veer back toward my college major, psychology, and I began working as a research assistant to a psychiatrist (who is also an anthropologist) at Massachusetts General Hospital. We were studying the intersection of culture and mental health, especially in the context of rapidly shifting cultures and immigration. After that, I sought more direct clinical work and worked for two years as a clinical educator in the adolescent acute residential treatment program at McLean Hospital, in Belmont, Mass. I absolutely loved this position, both for the teenagers I was able to help (and learn from), and for the collaborative, supportive collegial environment. In fall 2010, I began a Ph.D. program in clinical psychology at George Mason University, in Fairfax, Va.
In other news, in the fall of 2006, I began dating Avi Kaufman '03, and we are planning to get married next summer. :) I have also been fortunate to travel to Barcelona and Honduras, among other places, with him.

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Freshman year: Scheffres before it was renovated to its current state Sophomore year: Hassenfeld Junior year: Way out there in Grad Senior year: The Mods all the way

What was your favorite place to go on campus? This isn't officially on campus, but I enjoyed walking in the streets around Grad/the train station, where there is, unexpectedly, a lovely little lake.
Alex Perloe, Cont.
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V. Photos
I. Contact Information
Name: Edgar Ndjatou

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Plaintiffs-side Employment Lawyer

Occupation City: DC Metro Area

III. General Questions
What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

After Brandeis, I moved down to Washington D.C. and received my law degree from American University, Washington College of Law in May 2009. I am currently an Associate at a law firm in the DC Metro area practicing plaintiffs-side employment law.

IV. Brandeis Memories
What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis Black Student Organization; Brandeis Rugby; ICC; Brandeis Student Union.
I. Contact Information

Name: Patricia Carbone

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No

Occupation: Tax Attorney
Occupation City: Orlando, Florida

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
I from the University of Florida Levin College of Law in 2009 and from the University of Florida Graduate Tax LL.M. Program in 2010. I have been employed with A. Brian Phillips, P.A. in Orlando, Florida since August 2010.

IV. Brandeis Memories


What clubs or groups were you a part of? Orientation Program, Culinary Club

What was your best memory from college? My best memory was being a part of the 2005 Orientation Core Committee and being involved in all of the Orientation Programs.

What were your fears about graduating?

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I really enjoyed going to Brandeis and I am glad that I went there for my undergrad degree.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Esther Klein, Pam Leonard, Lisa Friedman, Erica Sorrentino, Rachel Natov, Laurinda Uang, Meghann Walsh, Josh Gondelman
I. Contact Information

Name: STEPHEN Konar
Name at Brandeis: STEPHEN Konar

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Occupation: Online Marketing Consultant
Occupation City: Boston

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms / houses did you live in? Shapiro, East, Ridgewood, Mods
What was your favorite place to go on campus? The old ridgewood
Who was your favorite professor? Rick Alterman
What clubs or groups were you a part of? Kayak Club
I. Contact Information

Name: Kayla Bellin

Name at Brandeis: Kayla Liebman

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Yes

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Joshua Bellin

Do you have children? No

Occupation: financial compliance consultant

Occupation City: Boston, MA

III. General Questions

What's new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

After graduating, I taught 7th and 8th grade math in Brooklyn, NY as part of the Teach for America program, during which I got a Masters in Teaching. In 2008, I moved back to the Boston area, and lived in Cambridge. In January 2009 I started working for an investment adviser in Cambridge and got engaged shortly after in April 2009. In the summer of 2009 I moved to Brookline, MA. I got married in June 2010 and got a puppy (a Westie) in August that year. In January 2011 I started working for a compliance consulting firm to hedge funds, private equity firms and other private investment funds. I love my life in Brookline!

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Freshman year I lived in Massell - Usen. Sophomore year I lived in East in the Pomerantz section. People say East is not a good place to live, but I think it was my favorite year on campus. Junior year I studied abroad at the London School of Economics, and senior year I lived in the Mods.

What was your favorite place to go on campus? My favorite places were the cafe in Lemberg (the business school building), the student lounge in the Shapiro Campus Center and the upper part of Usdan dining hall. There were many outdoor spots that I also enjoyed.

Who was your favorite professor? Professor Coiner (Economics)

What was your best memory from college? It is difficult to remember one specific memory, but overall my favorites are all the late nights of staying up and trying to study, hanging out with friends and trying to study.

Kayla Bellin, Cont. 

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I am very happy and proud that I went to Brandeis and I think it was a wonderful place to be for the 3 years I spent on campus.
How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
I think the changes on campus are exciting. I like that I live close enough that I can drive around the campus whenever I happen to be in that area!

V. Photos

Kayla Bellin, Jessica Herman, and Jenn Rubin hanging-out in 2009
Kayla and Josh Bellin Wedding June 2010

Brandeis Alum pic at my wedding in June 2010
Living in Boston with Josh and our dog Brussels

Brandeis University reserves the right to edit any material submitted for the Reunion yearbook.
This page will be reproduced in our Reunion Class yearbook exactly as submitted.
I. Contact Information

Name: Melissa Alter

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No

Occupation: Admissions Coordinator, Rudolf Steiner School

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
I stayed on and did a fifth year at the International Business School. I got the chance to study abroad in Barcelona and travel around Europe. I have lived in NYC for three years in Union Square and just moved up to Midtown East with my boyfriend!
I have switched out of real estate finance and now work in education administration. I will be promoted to Assistant Director of Admissions at the Rudolf Steiner School this summer.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Freshman Year-Shapiro 2B
Sophomore Year-Rosenthal East
Junior Year- Ridgewood (the original!)
Senior Year-Mods

What was your favorite place to go on campus? The Shapiro Campus Center was always a happening place--for studying, group projects, and of course socializing!

Who was your favorite professor? Professor Shih-Fen Chen

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Business Manager of the Yearbook, Coordinator of the Admissions Volunteer Program, Planned Senior Week 2005, participated in Class of 2006 events, volunteer at the Waltham Group blood drives.

What was your best memory from college? Too many to choose from….

What were your fears about graduating? I was lucky. I was part of the BA/MA program in the Business school so I knew I would be back at Brandeis the following year. When I finished my program, I think my fears were typical of any graduate: finding a job, feeling prepared, keeping in touch with friends, etc.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? We as alumni need to continue to spread the word of all the wonderful programs that the university offers to its students. Our education will only become that more valuable!
How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
The new buildings are fantastic! Brandeis is clearly making sure it has the facilities to compete with all of the top colleges. I have not met President Lawrence yet, but I look forward to hearing about his ideas for future of the university.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? I am lucky to have made wonderful friends at Brandeis. I would say I still keep in touch with 20+ of my college friends, many of whom live in NYC with me! Whether it is a Yankee Game, a movie in Bryant Park or dinner in the city, we always have a good time!

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? I think the members of the Class of 2006 have done really well since graduating five years ago. I look forward to hearing more about everyone’s accomplishments!
I. Contact Information

Name: Aliza Liebman

Name at Brandeis: Aliza Liebman

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Engaged

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Benjamin Gellman-Chomsky ('08)

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Graduate Student - PhD, Epidemiology

Occupation City: Chapel Hill, North Carolina

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I worked as a research assistant at MGH in Boston for two years. Then, I moved to North Carolina to attend UNC and work towards a PhD in epidemiology. I focus in infectious diseases, women’s health, and global health, and I traveled to India last summer to work on a research project. I am engaged to Ben Gellman-Chomsky ('08) and we will be getting married this September!

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Freshman Year: Renfield 1st Floor
Sophomore Year: Castle B Tower 5th Floor
Junior Year: Ziv
Senior Year: Mod 20

What was your favorite place to go on campus? The Peace Circle between the path to lower campus, the library, and the Boulevard. I liked how it was central, and in between classes you would see, pass, or meet a lot of your friends in this area.

Who was your favorite professor? Dr. Peter Conrad

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis Women's Lacrosse
Brandeis Ballroom Dance Team
Adagio

What was your best memory from college? I have unique best memories from each year. Overall, one of my favorite memories is living on the top floor of the castle, becoming very good friends with the other girls who lived there, and making trips to Usdan for dinner, watching tv, and having dance parties together!

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I am very proud to have attended Brandeis and I hope that others feel the same way. It was a great education and a great time in my
life. Each year was special and different, but all equally memorable, because of the classes that I was taking, the relationships that I was building, and the ways in which I was growing.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Kayla Liebman Bellin (my sister), Jessica Herman, Jenn Rubin, Carly Goteiner

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates' yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!

My chosen career path is the direct result of graduating from the HSSP program. It was during Global Perspectives on Health (Dr. Sarita Bhalotra) that I discovered my passion for global health. Immediately after graduating from Brandeis, I spent two years working at MGH doing tobacco and smoking cessation research. I just finished my third year of an MSPH/PhD program in epidemiology at UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. Within epidemiology, my focus is infectious diseases, particularly sexually transmitted infections. My interests include women's health and the psychosocial factors (male partner support, social support, gender imbalances, stigma, etc) that influence uptake and adherence to treatment and care. I have had the opportunity to do research in India, and I hope to travel to the Democratic Republic of the Congo or South Africa for my dissertation. The required epidemiology and biostatistics course for the HSSP major truly influenced my academic and professional life.

V. Photos

Kayla Liebman, Jessica Herman, Aliza Liebman, and Rachel Beaulieu during senior year.

Kayla Liebman, Jessica Herman, Jenn Rubin, and Aliza Liebman going out in Boston during senior year.
Justin Drake, Jenn Rubin, Judy Mark, and Aliza Liebman at JP Licks in Cambridge post-Brandeis.


Me in Shodhgram, the research village where I was working and living.

Ben and I, exploring Paris

Ben and I, celebrating our engagement.
I. Contact Information

Name: Amanda Urdang

Name at Brandeis: Amanda Urdang

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Engaged

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No

Occupation: School Psychologist

Occupation City:

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

Graduated in May 2011 with a Doctor of Psychology from Rutgers University, Graduate School of Applied & Professional Psychology.

Getting married in August 2011!

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? North Quad - Gordon Hall
East - Hassenfeld
Ziv
Mods

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Wherever my friends were

Who was your favorite professor? Mick Watson

What was your best memory from college? TOO MANY TO SAY!

What were your fears about graduating? Moving away from friends.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I miss Brandeis and all the fun memories!

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Sarah Zonenshine
Sarah Lupu
Rebecca Pardo
Mollie Shabot Becker
Rio May del Rosario
Christine Clancy
Lev Davidson
I. Contact Information
Name: Adam Turek-Herman
Name at Brandeis:

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Teacher
Occupation City: Great Neck

III. General Questions
What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
Teaching Social Studies at Great Neck South High School

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Shapiro 3B
East Quad - Hassenfeld
Village
13 Dartmouth!!!!!

Who was your favorite professor? Professor Jankowsky, Professor Cohen

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Top Score, Hillel

What was your best memory from college? Scavenger Hunt - Sophomore Year

What were your fears about graduating? Not getting a job, Having no direction

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? Excited!!!
I. Contact Information

Name: Daniel Muenz

Name at Brandeis: Daniel Muenz

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Engaged

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Ava Morgenstern '06

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Programmer and statistician at the Harvard School of Public Health. Mostly I work on HIV/AIDS studies, but I'm expanding into swine flu too!

Occupation City: Boston

III. General Questions

What's new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I got engaged to another Brandeis graduate! And in keeping with my previous status as the token board member of the Brandeis feminist club, that other graduate -- a female -- proposed to me! It was really cutting edge stuff.

I'm also leaving my job soon to go get a PhD in biostatistics at the University of Michigan. Go Blue!

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Renfield, Hassenfeld, Ridgewood, and then the smelly and loud flat above Cappy's.

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Can I say Chums? No? OK, well then how about that nice balcony overlooking Boston?

Who was your favorite professor? Paul Monsky and David Roberts

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Waltham Group and FMLA mostly, and I briefly flirted with SEA and RSA.

What was your best memory from college? Meeting my fiancee-to-be. And also acing a wicked hard Modern Physics exam. And acting for the first time on stage in a production of a senior's thesis project.

What were your fears about graduating? I'm assuming this will be a common refrain: I had no idea what I wanted to do, and I knew I'd miss the easy camaraderie of University life.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I work in an academic setting where everyone knows about Brandeis and a number of my senior colleagues actually went to Brandeis, so my attitude towards it has remained very positive.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
I attended the inauguration ceremony for the new president (’twas my fiancee’s suggestion), and I think he's great -- charismatic and personable and just a righteous dude.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? I should probably mention my fiancee, Ava. I also go running twice a week with Rich Frank, and I regularly shoot the breeze with him and Dara Klein. And I had brunch in May with Marissa Collins and Amanda Milstein. Daniel Gandhi sadly eludes me.

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!

I work at a university that is not Brandeis, and I'm about to become a student again at another university that is also not Brandeis, but gosh dang it I just can't get sweet Louie's face out of my mind. Best four years of my life.
I. Contact Information

Name: Donnie Phillips

Websites (personal, work, blog, facebook, twitter, etc.): www.facebook.com/phillips.donnie
www.twitter.com/donniephillips

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Yes

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Erica Lemansky Phillips '05

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Finance/Private Equity

Occupation City: New York City

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

After finishing my MA at IBS, I started a career in investment banking and private equity, married Erica Lemansky '05, and, in September, we're moving to Chicago for a couple of years while I attend UChicago Booth for my MBA.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Usen 005, Rosenthal, Ziv, Mods

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Student Union Office

Who was your favorite professor? Palle Yourgrau, Plato

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Student Union, Founder of the Poker Club

What was your best memory from college? The Sherman Shuffle…only at Brandeis.

What were your fears about graduating? Going out of my own and being responsible for all that debt.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? With the "scandals" behind it, I expect the university to continue enhancing its reputation in the academic and professional communities.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?

From my personal interaction with Fred, I think he's going to be great for the university. I think the buildings are part of the natural, organic growth. I only see good things going forward.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? People from my AIDE group (Nancy Rees), people on Student Union (including my wife, Erica), people from my spring break trip senior year (the Catskills crew), among many many others.

Brandeis University reserves the right to edit any material submitted for the Reunion yearbook.
This page will be reproduced in our Reunion Class yearbook exactly as submitted.
Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!

I really enjoyed my four years on campus, the people I met, and the opportunities that the degree provided for me. I wouldn't trade my experience for anything.

V. Photos

The Original Catskills photo

After sledding

Graduation
I. Contact Information

Name: Raphael Rosenblatt

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No

Occupation: Former graduate student. Now pursuing work at an education non-profit
Occupation City: New York

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I joined Teach For America following graduation. I taught high school math for 3 years at a large public high school in the northeast Bronx. I left the classroom to pursue a Master in Public Policy at the Harvard Kennedy School. I graduated in May of this year and will be working in education policy and advocacy for a non-profit in New York City.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Massel, East, Mods

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Shapiro Student Center. I spent a ton of time there.

Who was your favorite professor? Prof Sanyal

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Hillel, BUCO, The Justice, BKA, TBA

What was your best memory from college? Deep, philosophical conversations long into the night -- the kind that can only happen in college.

What were your fears about graduating? Being jobless.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I still have tremendous love for the university. I feel that I got a great education and met exceptional people. What more could I ask for?

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? Progress is good.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Lots of people in NYC, some around the country, and a few around the world.
I. Contact Information

Name: Jeff Kosbie

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Yes
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Jeremy Aguila
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Grad student
Occupation City: Chicago, IL

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I went straight from Brandies to Northwestern for a JD/PhD program in sociology. I've finished all of my classes, and I'm starting work on my dissertation. This year I'm also teaching an undergrad legal studies course on "Law, Gender, and Sexuality." Outside of school, I've taken up running marathons and I got back into rowing last year after a few years away from it.
I. Contact Information

Name: Karen Travis-Goldfischer
Name at Brandeis: Karen Travis

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Yes
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Joshua Goldfischer 2006
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Forensic Psychiatric Social Worker
Occupation City: New York

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
After graduation Joanna Kaufman and I traveled through Eastern Europe together. I graduated from NYU School of Social Work in 2008. I have been working since then at a New York City hospital as a Forensic Social Worker on an inpatient Psychiatric Unit associated with Rikers Island. Josh and I got married on May 29, 2011.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? North-Gordon
The Castle
Ziv 127

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Hanging out on Shapiro lawn on a sunny day, Java City iced Coffee in hand.

Who was your favorite professor? Professor Sarah Lamb!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Waltham Group: LACE and Big Brother Big Sister, Orientation Leader from 2003-2006, Liquid Latex Painter 2003-2006, Admissions host, Volunteer at Cambridge Women’s Center

What was your best memory from college? Studying abroad in Madrid, Spain!

What were your fears about graduating? Being in the real world

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I have fond memories about my time at Brandeis and all of the wonderful people I met. I know that Brandeis helped me grow as an individual and find myself.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? I miss Yehuda! I also wish they renovated Gordon before I lived there.
Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Joanna Kaufman, Sarah (Eisenhandler) McGinley, Vera Rosenthal, Alana Hamlett, Emily (Rubin-Johnston) Unger, Jason Unger, Zachary Zarnow, Michael Mobasser, Lindsay Kaplan, Amy Silverstein, Dan Galinko, Margareth DelCid, Shoshana Speiser, Glenn Landauer, Joshua Simmons, Rachel (Ginsberg) Vikingstad, Greg Vikingstad, Frankie Joyce, Shari (Gabel) Joyce, Lalitha Chandrasekher, Yen Thieu, An P. Vo, Mitali Kamdar, Azeez Aranmolate, Calvin Cheung, Selom Doamekpor, Vikram Ranade

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? Zach Zarnow—spent two years in Ukraine working for the Peace Corps.

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!

Unfortunately Josh and I wont be able to make it to reunion because we will be on our honeymoon in the Greek Islands! We are very thankful to Brandeis for all of our wonderful friends, and also for allowing us to meet!
I. Contact Information

Name: Elizabeth Falkner
Name at Brandeis: Liz Falkner

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Prospective teacher of high school mathematics
Occupation City: Providence, RI

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

Working with children and animals has been a passion of mine since graduating. I have taught gymnastics and synchronized swimming for girls with disabilities. Teaching is a natural fit for me, and my love of calculus sent me in the direction of teaching high school math.
I've also traveled to The Netherlands, Germany, France, and Switzerland since graduating.
Taking care of my elderly grandparents has been a joy and an inspiration as I move forward with my career and my life.
Four years ago, I began ballroom dancing as a hobby, and joined the Brandeis Ballroom Dance Team. For other sports, I've been doing synchronized swimming. Recently, I also began rock climbing.

IV. Brandeis Memories


What was your favorite place to go on campus? The library's art book floor (the fourth floor or basement of the main library). I could spend hours riffling through those books.

Who was your favorite professor? Elizabeth Ferry, Anthropology Department.

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Uechi-Ryu Karate Club, BORG, Brandeis-Wellesley Orchestra, Early Music Ensemble

What was your best memory from college? Performing Beethoven's Symphony #9 with the Brandeis-Wellesley Orchestra. I was nervous about a solo I had toward the end of the piece, but the performance went splendidly.

What were your fears about graduating? What every other graduating senior worries about: what will I do with my life (except for those people who were in the pre-med program....)

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? Brandeis has a lot of good memories for me, good friends, great academics, and wonderful clubs. Part of me wishes I could have
gotten more out of my college experience, and I think a lot of others share my sentiment. (It is about time for our quarter-life crises, if I am not mistaken)

_How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?_  
The new president sounds wonderful, though president Reinhartz will be missed. Changes brought to the buildings on campus sound lovely, and are, from what I have seen. Gladly, the Rose Art Museum is still intact!

_Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?_ Dawn Miller, Jess Goldings, Judy Kaufman (formerly Judy Mark), David Fried, Neal Hampton, Sarah Mead, Elizabeth Ferry.

_What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?_ Many of my classmates continue to impress me, for various reasons. Dawn Miller has excelled in law school (not surprisingly), and is beginning as a lawyer in Washington, DC. The sub-field she chose (environmental law) is very limited in size and very comp

*Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you'd like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates' yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!*  

Many things have come to light for me since graduation, and like this year's spring in New England, I'd consider myself a late bloomer. That said, I've learned a great deal, and relied on my Brandeis education, both academic and social, to give me the tools I need for success. As I look forward to a life with my wonderful boyfriend, as many dogs as I can fit in a house, and a career of teaching, the possibilities seem endless. Thanks to everyone who was patient and kind to me during my time at Brandeis. You know who you are, and you'll always have places in my heart!
I. Contact Information

Name: Robin Katz

Name at Brandeis:

Websites (personal, work, blog, facebook, twitter, etc.): http://robinmkatz.com

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Outreach + Public Services Archivist, Brooklyn Historical Society

Occupation City: Brooklyn, NY
I. Contact Information

Name: Hewmun Lau

Name at Brandeis: Hewmun Lau

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No
Occupation: graduate student

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
graduate school at MIT

IV. Brandeis Memories

Who was your favorite professor? Judith Tsimpis
What clubs or groups were you a part of? Southeast Asian Club (SEAC)
Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Cynthia Schoettler
I. Contact Information
Name: Daniel Musicante
Name at Brandeis: Daniel Musicante

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Sr. Talent Mgmt Analyst
Occupation City: Boston

III. General Questions
What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
Working in HR at Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Scheffres & Pomerantz
What was your favorite place to go on campus? SSB / Gameroom
Who was your favorite professor? Professor Edward Bayone, IBS & Profession Derek Isaacowitz
What clubs or groups were you a part of? SSB, Bemco, Mountain Club
I. Contact Information

Name: Sravana Reddy

Name at Brandeis: Sravana Reddy

Websites (personal, work, blog, facebook, twitter, etc.): http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~sravana/

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Do you have children? No

Occupation: PhD Student in Computer Science

Occupation City: Chicago

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Renfield, East, Grad, and the Village
I. Contact Information

Name: Jonathan Tash

Name at Brandeis: Jonathan Tash

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Alumni Relationship Officer for Brandeis University

Occupation City: New York

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

After Brandeis I spent a final year in Boston going to Emerson College to obtain my masters degree in Marketing. From there I spent a year in London working at UBS and traveling all over Europe. In 2008 I moved to NYC where I have been since. My girlfriend, Rose Auerbach '06, and I traveled to Florida, Alaska, Europe, the Bahamas, Aruba and Israel together since leaving Brandeis.

IV. Brandeis Memories


Who was your favorite professor? Prof. Grace Zimmerman. Prof. Zimmerman opened my eyes to the world of marketing and gave me a passion for the subject. It was because of her that I pursued my masters degree at Emerson College.

What was your best memory from college? On August 29, 2002 I met this girl for the first time. She was digging my Star Wars shirt, which got us talking about all the fun things that make us nerdy. Little did either of us know, that about a year later we would start dating. We have been together for over 7 years now, and all this started at our Orientation.

What were your fears about graduating? What would I do with my degree in Economics? My degree did help me land a job at UBS Investment Bank in London. I was so happy to have the experience there and I know that my degree was invaluable.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? Not only has Brandeis had a special place in my memories of my experience while attending, but I continue to call Brandeis "home" as I work for the Alumni Relations office in NYC. Meeting and catching up with alumni has been an incredible experience. It has been an incredible experience.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?

Brandeis University reserves the right to edit any material submitted for the Reunion yearbook.
This page will be reproduced in our Reunion Class yearbook exactly as submitted.
I was in shock when I heard Pres. Reinhartz was leaving and also when I saw the many changes to the campus. With that said, none of the changes have been bad. The new president is an incredible man, who shares the ideals of the Brandeis family. The new bu

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Matthew Tash, Rose Auerbach, Mike Kriegal, Marc Rotter, Samantha Sagui, Ross Reitman, Jessica Herman, Justin Drake, Adina Murch

V. Photos

![Rose Auerbach in London, December 2007](image1)

![Jonathan Tash & Rose Auerbach in Endinburgh New Years 2008](image2)

![Matthew & Jonathan Tash in Geneva, May 2008](image3)

![Rose Auerbach & Jonathan Tash in Jerusalem, July 2010](image4)
Rose Auerbach & Jonathan Tash at the Brooklyn Bridge, Summer 2010

Jonathan Tash Parasailing in Aruba, May 2010

Rose Auerbach in Paris, June 2008
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I. Contact Information

Name: Jill Cetel
Name at Brandeis: Jill Cetel

II. Demographic Information

Occupation: Editorial Project Manager at Elsevier
Occupation City: Waltham, MA

IV. Brandeis Memories

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Wind Ensemble, Co-Ed Volleyball Club, Knitting Club
I. Contact Information

Name: Elissa Glucksman

Name at Brandeis: Elissa Glucksman

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Engaged

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Jay Hyne, Class of 2006

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Attorney/Social Worker

Occupation City: Hartford, CT (soon to be New York City)

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

In 2009 I graduated from the University of Connecticut School of Social Work with an MSW in public policy and in 2010 I graduated from the University of Connecticut School of Law. I was admitted into the New York and Connecticut bars in 2010. In December, 2010 I got engaged to Jay Hyne and our wedding is planned for September, 2012.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? I lived in Shapiro my first year, Pomerantz in East my sophomore year, the Village my junior year, and I lived off campus on Hammond Street my senior year.

What was your favorite place to go on campus? My favorite place to go on campus was either the cafe in the IBS building or Gosman/the softball field.

Who was your favorite professor? Professor Mick Watson

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis Varsity Softball Team, Watson Research Group, Brandeis Undergraduate Group Study, Admissions Office Chatter, Waltham Kids Club, President’s Housing Advisory Committee.

What was your best memory from college? I have so many amazing memories from college, but one of my favorites is from the day before graduation. My friends and I had a bbq at a park in Waltham with all of our families. It was such an amazing way to end a wonderful four years.

What were your fears about graduating? I was scared about going off to law school because I had taken only one law related class at Brandeis. I was scared that I might lose touch with my friends because they were moving all over the country. I was also scared of figuring out what I wanted to do with my life.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I feel a great deal of pride and nostalgia about Brandeis since graduation. I think others perceive Brandeis in many different ways, depending on their interactions with the school.
How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
I think Brandeis, for the most part, is moving in a wonderful direction. The new buildings are amazing and fit in with the "unique" Brandeis architecture. My sister is a graduating senior at Brandeis and she speaks very highly of her interactions with P


What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? Shoshana Bresko has impressed me. This spring Shana graduated from the University of Washington with a Doctor of Pharmacy. When Shana began applying to pharmacy schools during our senior year at Brandeis, she realized that Brandeis did not offer a few

V. Photos

[Photos showing Marisa Young Dad, Shana Bresko, Rachel Kaye, Elissa Glucksman and Jay Hyne, Elissa Glucksman, Shana Bresko]
Shana Bresko, Elissa Glucksman, Caitlin Lukacs, Ali Chase – 75 Hammond Street housemates

Mari Levine, Bri Smith, Elissa Glucksman - Brandeis Softball Senior Game
I. Contact Information

Name: Lianna Levine Reisner

Name at Brandeis: Lianna Levine

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Yes
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Elnatan Reisner '05

Do you have children? Yes
If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages? Maayan, 8 months

Occupation: Mom, currently!

Occupation City: Silver Spring, MD

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
I worked for a year at a national Jewish foundation. Then I was an AmeriCorps members at a local community empowerment organization, where I ultimately became a full-time staff member leading fundraising. I completed my masters in organization development through Case Western Reserve University.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Usen, Rosenthal, Castle (as a CA), Ziv

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Under the trees in Fellows Garden (behind the Shapiro Campus Center) during the spring!

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Company B, Hillel, BU CO, Brandeis Pluralism Alliance, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee

What was your best memory from college? Preparing for my senior project in the music department -- it was a fantastic, challenging, and insightful process to explore and then present a lecture-demo about early music performance practice.

What were your fears about graduating? No fears -- just excitement!

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? It was the right place for me at that time in my life, and it continues to provide not just a rich academic experience but a home for so many students. I only wish it were better known beyond the Jewish community.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? Change and growth are exciting, and Brandeis seems to be hitting its growth curve. I can't wait to see what Brandeis will be in 20 years.
V. Photos

Elnatan and Lianna with newborn Maayan

Lianna and 6 month-old Maayan
I. Contact Information

Name: David Fried

Name at Brandeis: David Fried

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Rabbinical student
Occupation City: Riverdale, NY

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I spent a year studying in Israel, and then two years in grad school at Stony Brook University, where I earned an MS in applied math. I am now studying to be a rabbi at Yeshivat Chovevei Torah in Riverdale, NY

IV. Brandeis Memories


What was your favorite place to go on campus? Sherman

Who was your favorite professor? Robert Reich and Kiyoshi Igusa

What clubs or groups were you a part of? I was an active participant in BOO, and on the board of the Brandeis Democrats. I served one semester in the Student Senate, and wrote a semi-regular column for the Justice.

What was your best memory from college? All the times I would sit around talking with friends in the dorm lounges until late at night.

What were your fears about graduating? Not knowing what kind of career I wanted to go into, and not having the warm, nourishing community that Brandeis provided.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I loved my years at Brandeis, and have only good thoughts about the university. I visited several times while I still had friends there, but now that I don’t know anyone there anymore, I don’t think about it very much.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? My best friends Isaac Naggar ’06 and Jillian Moss ’09. To a lesser extent, my good friends Elana 'Blumenthal' Kahn ’05, Paul Kandel ’05, Amanda Milstein ’06, Rebecca Kotlicky ’06, Rafi Farber ’06, and Jason Goldstein ’06

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? All of my friends continue to impress me with their kindness and support.
V. Photos

Senior Formal

Graduation

My best friends

My First-year room reunites as Paul gets married.
I. Contact Information

Name: Ava Morgenstern

Name at Brandeis: Ava Morgenstern

Websites (personal, work, blog, facebook, twitter, etc.): www.facebook.com/ava.morgenstern

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Engaged

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Daniel Muenz '06

Do you have children? No

Occupation: PhD Candidate, Sociology, University of Michigan

Occupation City: Ann Arbor, MI, USA

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

Right after graduation I did some economic justice work in the Boston area. I soon turned my attention internationally, so I volunteered in Peru, and since returning to Boston have been somewhat involved in the local Spanish-speaking community. Daniel and I got engaged and decided to become academics; we’re off this fall to Ann Arbor, him for biostatistics, me for sociology (with a focus on international development, especially large Western-dominated organizations in the field).

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Usen, Rosenthal, Ziv

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Chum’s, Shapiro CC

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Oxfam America Collegiate Click Drive

What was your best memory from college? Ethics Center coexistence fellowship in Northern Ireland

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I really appreciate how many Brandeis students try to wed liberal idealism and mainstream professional goals, which can sometimes be in tension. Many succeed in doing interesting social justice work in, for instance, law, medicine, and business. I also appreciate how seriously Brandeisians take their scholarship and how much they love to think critically and argue.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? I am excited for President Lawrence, and grateful to everyone who has helped Brandeis manage in these most challenging of times. I am enthusiastic about the Global Brandeis initiative, and I support the Business major as a way of introducing liberal arts
Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Many folks, especially in activist circles, and some in the Boston area.

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!

I look forward to catching up at Reunion. Keep in touch!

Cheers,

Ava
I. Contact Information
Name: Sam Greenblatt
Name at Brandeis: Sam Greenblatt

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Do you have children? No
Occupation: Economist
Occupation City: Washington D.C.

III. General Questions
What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
I have been working for The Bureau of Labor Statistics as an economist. I've been traveling internationally and running a bocce league.

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Shapiro, Rosenthal, Ridgewood and the Mods
What was your favorite place to go on campus? The fire escape of the Castle
Who was your favorite professor? Michael Willrich and Can Erbil
What clubs or groups were you a part of? Debate
What was your best memory from college? Late night conversations with friends.
What were your fears about graduating? None

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? It was a wonderful place to learn and grow. I think too few people know about Brandeis.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
I like the new buildings, think it is short sighted to sell art from the Rose and I know nothing about the new pres.


What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? Weldan Kennedy because he just kept moving forward.
I. Contact Information

Name: Kristian Cardillo

Name at Brandeis: Kristian

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Senior Applications Specialist

Occupation City: Westwood, MA

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I am a Senior Applications Specialist with MEDITECH. I have traveled to Italy, Austria and Canada and I hope to visit Charleston, SC in the near future.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Scheffres, the Castle, the Village, Ziv

What was your favorite place to go on campus? The Stein

Who was your favorite professor? Professor Abramson

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis Fencing

What was your best memory from college? Taking a road trip to Montreal with friends senior year

What were your fears about graduating? None

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I love the school

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Josh Green, Jason Prentice, Graham Patten and Michal Lewis

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? Jason Prentice because of the research he has done with physics at UPenn
I. Contact Information

Name:       Dan  Galinko
            First               Last

Name at Brandeis: Dan Galinko

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No

Occupation: Associate Director - Oppenheimer Asset Management

Occupation City: New York

III. General Questions

What's new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

After Brandeis I received an AM in Regional Studies East Asia from Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Following school I joined Oppenheimer Asset Management where I am part of an investment team responsible for making private equity investments. As of reunion, I will have been with Oppenheimer for just under three years.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Scheffres, 567 South Street, Ziv, Grad

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Shapiro

Who was your favorite professor? Reuven Kimmelman

What clubs or groups were you a part of? East Asian Studies Department

What was your best memory from college? Discovering my South Asian roots through a one time performance in Mela.

What were your fears about graduating? Trying to find a job with a liberal arts degree.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? Longingly

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?

Did they sell the art?

Is Einstein Brothers Bagels as good as Java City?

Is my girlfriend Amy Silverstein '06 still on the big campus map sign by the village?

Does that guy with the unicycle still travel around campus?

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Various people, including my brother and mother.

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? You know who you are:

1. something terrible happened in cape cod.
2. some one fell into a fountain
3. you almost qualified for the Boston marathon on your first try...better luck next time.
4. you rode a horse up an active volcano
5. you gagged on a duria

V. Photos

[Bunch of shady '06 folk in Guatemala the morning after Maggie's wedding!]

I. Contact Information

Name: Amy Silverstein

Name at Brandeis: Amy Silverstein

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Do you have children? No

Occupation: Facilitator of Process Improvement Initiatives in a city hospital

Occupation City: New York

III. General Questions

What's new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I completed my MPH degree in Health Management and Policy from the University of Michigan ('10), moved to NYC and began working as a facilitator of process improvement events at a city hospital. I've also had the pleasure to travel to attend many of my classmates weddings in the US, Vietnam and Guatemala!

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Usen, Rosenthal, Ridgewood and Grad

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Java City

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Waltham Group, Brandeis Wind Ensemble

What was your best memory from college? Having the time of my life with the best friends of my life!

What were your fears about graduating? I was worried about finding a job in which I could continue to engage in academically and personally interesting pursuits, as I did at Brandeis.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? My four years at Brandeis were a meaningful period in my personal "journey" to adulthood: I had the privilege to explore my interests and values among individuals with whom I had a great deal in common.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? The majority of my friends are Brandeis alumni--I am fortunate to be currently living near many in NYC!
V. Photos

On the Brandeis Boston Bus…

Ballpit: 2006
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I. Contact Information
Name: Arnab Mukherjee
Name at Brandeis: Arnab Mukherjee

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Do you have children? No
Occupation City: New York

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Freshman year: Scheffres Hall - North Quad
Sophomore year: Hassenfeld Hall - East Quad
Junior year: The Village, Scheffres Hall - North Quad, Ridgewood
Senior Year: The Foster Mods

What clubs or groups were you a part of? South Asian Students Association, Student Events, The Waltham Group,
V. Photos

Brandeis Commencement, Waltham, MA (5/21/2006)

Mad Tea Party @ Disneyland, Anaheim, CA (11/27/2009)

With Helen Pekker & Melinda Grodsky at Jason Feinberg & Susan Tseng's Wedding @ Barr Mansion, Austin, TX (10/10/2010)
I. Contact Information

Name: Justin Drake

Name at Brandeis: Justin Drake

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Do you have children? No

Occupation: Senior Public Relations Specialist
Occupation City: Boston

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

Since graduation I’ve started a career in the public relations field. I’m currently a senior public relations specialist at TripAdvisor.com. I’ve also had the chance to travel a bit, visiting Japan, Ireland, the United Kingdom, and France.

IV. Brandeis Memories


What was your favorite place to go on campus? I loved going to the balcony overlooking Boston right in front of the Castle.

Who was your favorite professor? One of my favorite professors was Professor McCulloch in the economics department.

What clubs or groups were you a part of? I was a member of WBRS and Trisk.

What was your best memory from college? There are too many to select just one. My best memories were the times I spent with my friends at Brandeis.

What were your fears about graduating? My biggest fear was not being able to find a career that I really loved.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I feel great about the time I spent at Brandeis and am proud to be an alumnus.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? I think the changes have been positive.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? I keep in touch with many of my closest friends from Brandeis.

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? Honestly, there are too many to name.

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
V. Photos


Visiting Paris in 2010.
I. Contact Information

Name: Alex Goldstein

Name at Brandeis: Alex Goldstein

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No

If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Press Secretary and Spokesman, Massachusetts Governor Deval L. Patrick

Adjunct Faculty, Emerson College

Occupation City: Boston

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I have been on a wild political roller coaster that began when I showed up as a volunteer for Deval Patrick on his first campaign for Governor while I was a second semester senior at Brandeis, bringing me to my current position as spokesman for the Governor at the State House. During that time I have had 7 different titles changes in 5 years, all of them working for him in some different capacity. It has been a wild ride. I also just recently began teaching political communications at Emerson College, which I absolutely love. Otherwise, I have been taking what rare free time I can find to continue to play rugby, travel sparingly (most recently on a trade mission to Israel with the Governor that was a peak experience). I am happy to report I still regularly hang out with many close Brandeis friends. Every summer, the Brandeis rugby alumni get together to play in one of the biggest rugby tournaments in New England in Acton, Massachusetts. It is always the highlight of the summer - and harkens me back to the days of scraping my knees up on Chapel's field before getting a quesadilla in Usdan.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Scheffres

East - Pomerantz

Ziv 127

Grad 171

What was your favorite place to go on campus? I'd have to say long lunches at Usdan, rugby practice on chapel's field, and red bull induced all nighters in Shapiro would rank the highest for me.

Who was your favorite professor? Tie between Prof. Eileen McNamara and Prof. Stephen Whitfield. Both had a tremendous impact on the path I have chosen.

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis Men's Rugby

The Justice

False Advertising
What was your best memory from college? All of my memories of the rugby team, and living in Ziv and Grad the last two years provide endless amounts of entertainment when I think back. Specifically, some of our rugby road trips up to Vermont and Maine to play teams that no one had ever heard of on fields that wouldn't even be fit for cattle were highlights.

What were your fears about graduating? By second semester of senior year I was spending most of my time during the day off campus working on the Deval Patrick campaign, so by the time graduation rolled around in the summer I was already pretty confident in the direction that I was going.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I've always held Brandeis in high esteem despite some of its recent PR challenges (I have a PR background, but I also realize hindsight is 20/20 on these things.) I've continued to be involved because deep down I do believe that Brandeis afforded me some great opportunities to reach some of my goals since graduation. I am still in regular touch with some of my professors, and it's been very, very fun to come back and visit their classes.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? New President seems like he's going to be a hit. Science Center looks immaculate. Looking forward to seeing more.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? On a weekly basis I am in touch with many of my old roomates and close friends, including Paul Flynn, Thomas Smith Vaughn, Jason Unger, Emily Unger, Krish Dutta, Dan Mauer, Edgar Ndjatou, Tae Youn Kim, Ryan Parker, Aaron Rothberg, Kelley Collachi and more!

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? Jason Unger is a personal hero. He is currently an officer in the US Army serving his residency at Walter Reed Medical Center in DC, tending to wounded soldiers as they return from Iraq and Afghanistan. I had the honor of being the best man at his weddi.

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you'd like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
I. Contact Information

Name: Jason Hyne

Name at Brandeis: Jason Hyne

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Engaged

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): Elissa Glucksman '06

Do you have children? No

If “yes”, how many?_____ What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Lawyer

Occupation City: Hartford, CT

III. General Questions

What's new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I graduated from UConn Law School in 2009 and have been working as a law clerk for a federal judge in Hartford for the past two years. In December, I proposed to my girlfriend, Elissa Glucksman '06, after four years of dating. We live together in West Hartford and recently set a date for our wedding: September 2, 2012. When my clerkship ends in August, we're moving to New York City, where I will join the law firm of Cole Schotz as an associate. Elissa and I are really looking forward to joining so many Brandeis alumni in NYC!

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? I had a pretty broad cross-section of Brandeis housing: Shapiro, a double in the Castle, a four-person Ridgewood, a five-person Grad, and a Village single. Living in Ridgewood as a sophomore was pretty awesome.

What was your favorite place to go on campus? The Shapiro Campus Center, and WBRS in particular. I really loved hanging out in the station and broadcasting in the studio.

Who was your favorite professor? William Leahy

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Phi Kappa Psi, WBRS, Admissions Tour Guides, Orientation Leaders, Skydiving Club, IM football/softball/basketball

What was your best memory from college? Despite the nonstop rain, Senior Week was the cherry on top of a wonderful four years. It was a lot of fun and the perfect way to bookend the college experience.

What were your fears about graduating? I was afraid of losing touch with all the friends I made at Brandeis. I was about to start law school and join a new group of classmates, and my Brandeis friends spread out all over the country and the world. Fortunately, this never became an issue -- I stayed close with lots and lots of people.
How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? Nothing has changed how I feel about my Brandeis experience -- I loved it then, and I love it now. I got a great education, made great friends, and feel very proud of my alma mater. I wouldn't trade my four years there for anything. That said, it seems like Brandeis has lost its way at times. Between the Rose Art debacle, the financial struggles (including the Madoff impact), and the transition from Jehuda to Fred Lawrence, Brandeis has had some rocky moments in the past five years. All of those things hurt Brandeis's public image somewhat. But I'm confident that the administration is working hard to turn things around.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? I am really excited about Fred Lawrence. I like everything I've read about him, and I'm confident he is the right person to lead Brandeis right now. It also seems like Brandeis has become even more selective academically, which is always a good thing.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Lots of people from the Class of 2006! Devin Carney, Dave Ostrowsky, Andrew Katz, Ben Wolinsky, Amanda Martin, Melissa Alter, Jackie Cooperman, Omer Rosenhand, Donnie Phillips, Debra Eichenbaum, Shoshana Speiser, Rachel Present, Catherine Heffernan, Lauren Apfelbaum, Adam Marks, Glenn Prives, and plenty of others too.

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? A lot of classmates have impressed me over the last five years, but I have to say, Dr. Jackie Cooperman stands out from the rest. She graduated from NYU Medical School and is now a resident at NY Presbyterian Hospital (her first choice). Despite working

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you'd like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates' yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!

Looking forward to reuniting with everyone!

V. Photos

http://www.jotform.com/uploads/jmarsh21/10123329505/167072531982172717/DSC00205.JPGJay & Elissa after the 2010 Las Vegas half marathon


I. Contact Information

Name: Adam Marks

Name at Brandeis:

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No

If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Lawyer

Occupation City:

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Usen 201, Castle, Ridgewood, Mods

What was your favorite place to go on campus?

Who was your favorite professor?

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Bran Van

What was your best memory from college?

What were your fears about graduating?

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it?

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
I. Contact Information

Name: Martin Kaminski

Name at Brandeis: Martin Kaminski

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No

If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Physician

Occupation City: London

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

Graduated from the Medical University of Warsaw. Starting medical residency at St. Mary’s Hospital, London, UK this August.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Massell (Shapiro), East (Pomerantz), Ridgewood

What was your favorite place to go on campus? Outside, especially the 2 weeks of spring in New England.

Who was your favorite professor? Christina Geffers-Browne (GER)

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Cooking Club, Community Advisor

What was your best memory from college? The people.

What were your fears about graduating? The usual.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? This is a very Brandeis question.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? No comment.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Ollie the owl and I are fairly regular pen pals.

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? The one destined to become a Supreme Court Justice, a Nobel winner, or famous on YouTube. I always knew he/she would make it big!

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
I. Contact Information

Name: Lalin Anik

Name at Brandeis: Lalin Anik

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No

If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Graduate Student

Occupation City: Boston

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

After graduating from Brandeis with honors in psychology, I started my doctorate in marketing at Harvard Business School. I will be graduating in May 2011 and moving to Duke University Fuqua School of Business to do my post-doc.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? North Quad, East (Hassenfeld), Mods

What was your favorite place to go on campus? The terrace right in front of the Castle, where I could watch the Boston skyline

Who was your favorite professor?

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis University Swimming Diving Team

What was your best memory from college? My best memories from college were mostly in the presence of my swimming/diving teammates

What were your fears about graduating?

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it?

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
V. Photos


Seniors in Puerto Rico

I. Contact Information

Name: Ben Wolinsky

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No
If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Senior Software Specialist at Mount Sinai Medical Center.
Occupation City: New York, NY

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I have been working for Mount Sinai since 2007 and in my current capacity since last year. I am in the process of applying to graduate school for a degree in Information Systems. I was also fortunate enough to meet my wonderful girlfriend Brooke last year.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Renfield Basement 18
Rosenthal South 204
Ziv 129 504
Mod 16

What was your favorite place to go on campus? WBRS Studios; Professor Whitfield's classes.

Who was your favorite professor? Stephen Whitfield.

What clubs or groups were you a part of? WBRS; Brandeis Wellesley Orchestra; Top Score; The Louis Lunatic.

What was your best memory from college? All of senior year.

What were your fears about graduating? That I wouldn't get to see enough of my friends.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? Brandeis is incredibly well thought of by those who are familiar with the University. I am proud to be an alum.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? There are changes that have taken place that I like and some that I do not. I was not pleased to hear that the American Studies Department was restructured into a program. However, I did have the opportunity to meet President Lawrence and I think that h

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? All of my friends from senior year.
What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? I believe that each and every member of our class has done well for his or herself.

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!

I’m very much looking forward to returning to campus for Reunion 2011.

V. Photos


I. Contact Information

Name: Daniel Horwitz

Name at Brandeis: Dan

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum): 

Do you have children? No

If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Attorney

Occupation City: Detroit

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

Some school, some work, some travel.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? North Quad Gordon 1

The Castle

What was your favorite place to go on campus? The gym

Who was your favorite professor? Fellman

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Orchestra

What was your best memory from college? Maggianos family style

What were your fears about graduating?

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? happy to have had the chance to attend. biggest flaw is lack of promotion -- very few people in the midwest / outside the Jewish community are familiar with it.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? glad to see the University continues to modernize

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? close group of friends

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? nathan goldman -- he married his girlfriend from sophomore year

V. Photos

I. Contact Information
Name: Munyaradzi Chaunzwa
Name at Brandeis: Munya

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):
Do you have children? No
If “yes”, how many? ______ What are their names and ages?
Occupation: Student
Occupation City: Cambridge

III. General Questions
What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
Worked at BNP Paribas for 3 years before Joining HBS for the MBA program

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Shapiro, Castle, Village …
What was your favorite place to go on campus? Shapiro (all of the Shapiros)
Who was your favorite professor? Carol Osler
What clubs or groups were you a part of? African Students, Investment Club
What was your best memory from college?
What were your fears about graduating?
How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? good
How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? interesting
Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? Selom Doamekpor
What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? Devon Atria, well the question is who is not impressed by this impressive man.

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
V. Photos


I. Contact Information

Name: Jason Schlossberg

Name at Brandeis: Jason Schlossberg

Websites (personal, work, blog, facebook, twitter, etc.): www.facebook.com/jschlo617
www.youtube.com/jschlo617

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? Engaged

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No

If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Marketing, event planning, small business development, video and sound editing, philosopher, professional bboy (breakdance).

Occupation City: Newton/Boston

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

I’m engaged to be married in July 2011. I’ve am fully involved bboying/breakdancing. I have been able to pursue a successful career in marketing and small business development.

IV. Brandeis Memories


What was your favorite place to go on campus? I really enjoyed hanging out with friends in Grad and the Mods. The best student center is the green monster Shapiro.

Who was your favorite professor? Janet McIntosh - Anthropology

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis Hip Hop Dance Club. Asian Student Association. Orientation leader and MOSAIC student program.

What was your best memory from college? Being able to spend time with honest and amazing people. Learning about myself and the world around me.

What were your fears about graduating? Finding a full time job and being able to pay rent and bills on time. It all worked out in the end.

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? Brandeis gave me the tools for success. I was able to receive a solid liberal arts education, which allowed me to think independently and achieve my dreams.

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
I wish I were there for the new dorm rooms and new classrooms. I've been back to see it, and it looks amazing.

*Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?* My closest friends and all of my roommates.

*What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?* Myself and my friends. Anyone who follows their heart and succeeds in their dreams.

*Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!*

Brandeis is the best. People often ask me about my experience at Brandeis. I have nothing but great things to say.

**V. Photos**


I. Contact Information

Name: Anna Nguyen
Name at Brandeis: Anna Nguyen
Websites (personal, work, blog, facebook, twitter, etc.): www.annapnguyen.blogspot.com

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):
Do you have children? No
If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?
Occupation: attorney
Occupation City: Boston, MA

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel? nb

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? North Quad/Massell Quad at Cable & Renfield / Grad
What was your favorite place to go on campus?
Who was your favorite professor?
What clubs or groups were you a part of?
What was your best memory from college?
What were your fears about graduating?
How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it?
How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?
What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
I. Contact Information

Name: Ben Wolinsky

Name at Brandeis: Ben Wolinsky

Websites (personal, work, blog, facebook, twitter, etc.):

II. Demographic Information

Are you married?

Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children?

If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation:

Occupation City:

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in?

What was your favorite place to go on campus?

Who was your favorite professor?

What clubs or groups were you a part of?

What was your best memory from college?

What were your fears about graduating?

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it?

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
I. Contact Information
Name: Glenn Prives
Name at Brandeis: Glenn Prives

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):
Do you have children? No
If “yes”, how many?____ What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Attorney
Occupation City: Woodbridge, New Jersey

III. General Questions
What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
Graduated Brooklyn Law School Class of 2009

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Cable, Rosenthal North, Ziv 130, Mod 22
What was your favorite place to go on campus? Shapiro Campus Center
Who was your favorite professor? Michael Willrich
What clubs or groups were you a part of? WBRS, Mock Trial, Generations
What was your best memory from college? Hanging out with my friends
What were your fears about graduating?
How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it? I continue to feel very positive about my Brandeis experience and I think most others do as well.
How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? Most are steps in the right direction.
Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?
What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!
I. Contact Information

Name: Steven Shamah
Name at Brandeis: Steven Shamah

II. Demographic Information

Are you married? No
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):
Do you have children? No
If “yes”, how many? What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Resident in Internal Medicine
MD physician
Occupation City: Brooklyn, New York

III. General Questions

What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?
I went to medical school in Israel for four of the best years of my life. I am currently in an internal medicine residency program in Brooklyn NY.

IV. Brandeis Memories

What dorms/houses did you live in? Usen, then Rosenthal North, Ziv and the mods. I think I lived the Brandeis dream.

What was your favorite place to go on campus? The ultimate mod wherever it was located.

Who was your favorite professor? Professor Kapelle

What clubs or groups were you a part of? Brandeis Ultimate, BEMCo, BOO.

What was your best memory from college? There is no one best memory; they are too many. Hanging out with lifetime friends is not one memory but it takes the cake.

What were your fears about graduating? Not seeing my friends on a daily basis, and the fears of keeping in touch. AND the REAL WORLD!!!

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it?

How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)? Impartial about the president but the new looks to campus is a great improvement.

Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis? 80% of the people that I was friends with, to list them all would be an arduous task.

What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why? All of my friends whom have taken advantage of their potentials and thrived in the professional world and in attaining graduate degrees.
I. Contact Information
Name: Ross Fishbein

II. Demographic Information
Are you married? No
Spouse name & Class Year (if Brandeis alum):

Do you have children? No
If “yes”, how many? _____ What are their names and ages?

Occupation: Attorney
Occupation City:

III. General Questions
What’s new since graduation? Grad School? Work? Travel?

IV. Brandeis Memories
What dorms/houses did you live in? Cable, Rosenthal, and Ridgewood
What was your favorite place to go on campus?
Who was your favorite professor? Ed Bayone
What clubs or groups were you a part of?
What was your best memory from college?
What were your fears about graduating?

How do you feel about Brandeis since graduation and how do you think others perceive it?
How do you feel about the changes on campus (new president, many new buildings, etc.)?
Who do you keep in touch with from Brandeis?
What classmate has impressed you since graduation and why?

Please take the rest of this page to tell us whatever you’d like, whatever has been up, or just thoughts in general! Feel free to write or type in your answer, but keep in mind that whatever you write will be copied directly into your classmates’ yearbooks. This space is yours so have fun!